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Perhaps the most shocking example of 
the FBI's abuse of power was its cam- 
paign of unrelenting surveillance and 
harassment of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Hoover set out to destroy King by using 
the full powers of the FBI against him. 
Various theories have been offered for 
Hoover's motive, and a combination of 
circumstances may have been involved. 
Hoover was enraged when King criti-
cized the FBI. The FBI's stated ra- 
tionale for bugging and tapping King 
was to uncover "Communist" influence 
on the civil rights leader. Nor was 
Hoover pleased with King's growing 
success in the use of nonviolent con-
frontation. The police dogs of Bir- 
mingham snarling and ripping at black 
men and women in the summer of 1963 
created a bad image for law enforce-
ment. "We Shall Overcome" fell harsh-
ly on Hoover's ears. 

William Sullivan, the assistant direc-
tor of the FBI under Hoover, said that 
Hoover's view of blacks was the root 
cause of the campaign against King. 
"The real reason was that Hoover 
disliked blacks," Sullivan told me. "He 
disliked Negroes. All you have to do is 
see how many he hired before Bobby 
came in. None. He told me himself he 
would never have one so long as he was 
FBI Director.' He disliked the civil 
rights movement. You had a black of 
national prominence heading the move-
ment. He gave Hoover a peg by criticiz- 
ing the FBI. And King upset Hoover's 
nice cozy relationship with Southern 
sheriffs and police. They helped us on 
bank robberies and such, and they kept 
the black man in his place. Hoover 
didn't want anything to upset that rela-
tionship with law-enforcement authori-
ties in the South." 

In the end, one is forced to conclude 
that the FBI sought to discredit King 
because J. Edgar Hoover was a racist. 
Hoover attacked King because King was 
black and powerful, and his power was 

'After Robert Kennedy became attorney 
general, he asked Hoover how many 
black agents the FBI had, Sullivan 
testified to the Church committee. 
Hoover replied that the Bureau did not 
categorize people by race, creed, or 
color. That was laudatory, Kennedy 
said, but he still needed to know how 
many black agents there were in the 

FBI. Hoover had five black chautteurs 
in the Bureau, Sullivan said, "so he 
automatically made them special 
agents." In 1975 there were 8,000 FBI 
special agents, of whom 103 were 
black—still far below the percentage of 
blacks in the US population as a whole. 
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growing. Who could foretell what might 
happen if the black people of America 
were to become mobilized behind such a 
leader? To Hoover, Martin Luther King 
was uppity and biggity, and he had to 
be stopped. 

The FBI's fear that King might be-
come a black "messiah" was expressed 
in precisely these words in a memo from 
headquarters to field offices on March 
4, 1968, one month before King's death. 

The memo said one of the goals of the 
FBI's counter-intelligence program 
(COINTELPRO) against "Black Na-
tionalist-Hate Groups" would be to pre-
vent the rise of a "messiah" who could 
unify, and electrify, the militant black 
nationalist movement. Martin Luther 
King might "aspire to this position," 
the memo added. "King could be a very 
real contender for this position should 
he abandon his supposed 'obedience' to 
'white, liberal doctrines' (nonviolence) 
and embrace black nationalism." 

Just before King's march on Wash-
ington in August 1963, Sullivan and 
Hoover began an exchange of memos 
about the degree of communist in-
fluence among blacks in the civil rights 
movement. Sullivan, who had earlier 
reported to Hoover that he saw no com- 
munist threat in King's movement, soon 
told Hoover what he knew Hoover 
wanted to hear: "...we regard Martin 
Luther King to be the most dangerous 

and effective Negro leader in the coun-
try." 

The FBI had begun surveillance of 
King's civil rights activities during the 
late Fifties. In January 1962 the FBI 
warned Attorney General Robert Ken-
nedy that one of King's senior advisers 
was a "member" of the Communist 
party, and later that year a formal FBI 
investigation was opened into alleged 
"Communist infiltration" of King's 
movement. The FBI bombarded Robert 

Kennedy with memos warning of King's 
continued contacts with the adviser and 
with a second associate who the FBI 
said had strong ties to the Communist 
party. In February 1963, after the FBI 
warned that King would be meeting with 
the two advisers, Kennedy wrote a note 
to Assistant Attorney General Burke 
Marshall: "Burke—this is not getting 
any better." 

The FBI's avowed concern over com-
munist influence on King centered on 
the figure of Stanley Levison, a New 
York attorney long close to the civil 
rights leader. In his 1971 book Kennedy 
Justice, Victor Navasky reported that 
Robert Kennedy gave his approval to 
tap King after receiving FBI reports 
charging that Levison and Jack O'Dell, 
a member of the staff of King's 
Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference, had "Communist" back-
grounds. By Navasky's account, both 

President Kennedy and Robert Kennedy 
warned King about Levison and O'Dell 
in June 1963, and King then agreed to 
sever relations with the two Men. O'Dell 
was eased out of the SCLC, Navasky 
wrote, but King after a time resumed his 
friendship with Levison. According to 
Navasky, who cites information from 
"Kennedyites," this convinced Hoover 
that King was under communist control 
and led him to increase his pressure on 
Robert Kennedy to approve the wiretap- 



ping of King. 
If a few communists or former coin-

munists had been associated with King, 
there would have been nothing illegal' 
about it. But in fact, King and the 
SCLC had an explicit policy that no 
communist or communist sympathizer 
could serve on the staff of the SCLC. 
The FBI's charges against King have 
never been substantiated. 

In an interview with The Washington 
Post in December, 1975, Levison said: 
"I.  was never a member of the Com-
munist Party. I did know some people 

I who were.... Particularly in the 1930s 
and 1940s you scarcely could have been 
an intellectual in New York without 
knowing some." Levison said he was a 
victim of "guilt by association." The 
final report of the Church committee 
notes that two FBI reports "which sum-
marize the FBI's information about Ad-
viser A"—Levison is not named—"do 
not contain evidence substantiating his 
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purported relationship with the Corn. 
monist Party." The Church report also 
noted that on April 14, 1964, the FBI's 
New York field office reported thus 
King's adviser "was not under she in-
fluence of the Communist Party." 

When O'Dell resigned from the SCLC 
in July of 1963. King accepted his 
resignation with a letter in which he 
said: "As yOu know we conducted what 
we felt to be a thorough inquiry into 
these charges and were unable to 
discover any present connections with 
the Communist Party on your part." 
But King said he was accepting the 
resignation in order to avoid any public 
impression that the SCLC and the civil 
rights movement had any communist 
ties: the movement, King said. could not 
afford to risk "any such impressions." 

The FBI's warnings that King had 
"Communist" advisers placed both 
President Kennedy and his brothel in 
what they felt was a vulnerable political 
position. The administration was closely 
identified with King and had publicly 
defended him. The president did not 
want him tarred as a communist; on the 
other hand, if the administration failed 
to act. the FBI might leak the charges to 
the press. which could damage not only 
King but the Kennedys. They feared, in 
short, that Hoover would blackmail 
them. 

According to Congressman Andrew 
Young, who had been an aide to King, 
after King met with the president in 
June 1963, the civil rights leader quoted 
Kennedy as saying "there was an at-
tempt by the F1311 to smear the move-
ment on the basis of Communist in-
fluence." By Young's account, the 
president had also warned King: "I 
assume you know you're under very 
close surveillance." 

The following month Hoover sent 
Robert Kennedy another memo charging 
that King was affiliated with com-
munists. Courtney Evans, the FBI's 
liaison man with the Justice Depart-
ment, described Kennedy's reaction: 
"The Attorney General stated that if 
this report got up to the Hill at this 
time, he would be impeached." 

One way to determine if Hoover's 
charges about King were true, of course, 
WAS to tap his telephone. Evans 
testified that Robert Kennedy raised the 
question in a meeting with him in July 
of 1963. Evans had told Kennedy that 
King traveled a great deal and that he 
doubted that "surveillance of his home 
or office would be very productive.•• 
Evans also suggested that if a tap an 
King ever became known, it could have 
unpleasant repercussions. "The AG said 
this did not concern him at all; that in 
view of the possible Communist in-
fluence in the racial situation, he 
thought It advisable to have as complete 
coverage as possible." Evans advised 
Kennedy he would check Into the 
possibility of a wiretap, but within a 
week, on July 25, Kennedy informed 
Evens that he had decided against tap-
ping King. 

But early In September, Sullivan 
recommended to Hoover that the FBI 
wiretap King. This was only a week 
after Sullivan had admitted to Hoover 
that he had been sadly mistaken in fail-
ing to preceive the communist threat in 
the racial movement. Hoover approved, 
although he scrawled he was still "dizzy 
over vacillation" about she degree of 
communist influence in the civil rights 
movement. 

On October 7, Hoover formally re-
quested Robert Kennedy's approval of  

wiretaps on King's home and office, 
citing "possible Communist influence in 
the racial situation." On October 10, 
Evans and Kennedy took up the ques-
tion of Hoover's request. This time, ac-
cording to the FBI memo of their 
meeting, Kennedy approved the taps on 
King "on a trial basis, and to continue 
it if practise-Om results were forthcom• 
ing." On October 21, Kennedy told the 
FBI that by a trial basis he meant thirty 
days, after which time the taps would 
have to be evaluated before anv decision 
was made to continue them, 

But the tap installed on King's home 
in Atlanta remained in place for a year 
and six months, until April 1965.1  In 
addition to the tap on King's home, the 
FBI wiretapped his hotel rooms in Los 
Angeles and Atlantic City, and SCLC 
headquarters in both Atlanta and New 
York. The longest tap. on the Atlanta 
office, lasted two years and eight 
months. from November, 1963, until 
June, 1966. 

Three years later Hoover charged that 
the impetus to tap King had come from 
Robert Kennedy. By then Robert Ken-
nedy had been assassinated. But his 
associates claimed that the pressure to 
tap King had come from Hoover, and 
that Kennedy had gone along with is to 
disprove FBI suspicions of King's al-
leged communist ties. William Sullivan, 
who headed the FBI division that 
handled the wiretapping, supported the 
version of Kennedy's friends when I 
talked to him. Asked whether the idea 
of tapping King came from the Attorney 
General or from Hoover, Sullivan told 
me, "Not from Bobby. It came from 
Hoover. He sent down a memo. He 
wanted King given the full treatment. 
The whole impetus came from us." He 
added. "I do know that Bobby Kennedy 
resisted, resisted, and resisted tapping 
King. Finally we twisted the arm of the 
Attorney General to the point where he 
had to go. I guess he feared we would 
let that stuff go in the press if he said 
no. 1 know he resisted the electronic 
coverage. He didn't want to put it on." 

in December 1963, after Sullivan had 
agreed that King was "the most 
dangerous and effective Negro leader in 
the country," a meeting was convened 
at FBI headquarters in Washington to 
plan the FBI's war on the civil rights 
/cadet. Among the tactics and subjects 
discussed was whether black FBI agents 
in the Atlanta area might be used, and 
how many would be needed, and 
whether TELSURS and MISURS Ode-
phone and microphone surveillance) 
might be used against King's associates. 
The agenda drawn up for the meeting 
asked: 

What are the possibilities of using 
this !electronic surveillancel? Are 
there any disgruntled employees at 
SCLC and tor former employees 
who may be disgruntled, or 
disgruntled Acquaintances? Dots the 
office have any contacts among 
ministers, both colored and white, 
who are in a position to be of 
assistance, and if so, in whet man-
ner could we use them? 

Do we hive any information con- 

'Asked whether it had been re-evaluated 
after thirty days, as Kennedy had im 
strurted. Courtney Evans told the 
Church committee, "I have no personal 
knowledge in this regard but I would 
point out for the information of the 
committee that the assassination of 
President Kennedy occurred within that 
30-day period and that this had a great 
effect on what Robert Kennedy was do-
ing." 

canine any shady financial dealings 
of King which could be explored to 
our advantage? Was this point ever 
explored before? And what are the 
possibilities of placing a good lobb-
ing female plant in King's office? 

There were twenty-one such Ideas in the 
FBI agenda. 

After this meeting the FBI began bug-
ging King's hotel and motel rooms, in 
addition to wiretapping his telephone 
conversations, The first bug was placed 
in the Willard Hotel, a block from the 
While House, when King stayed there in 
January 1964. In all, the FBI bugged 
sixteen of King's hotel rooms in 
Washington and six states.' 

Although Robert Kennedy approved 
the wiretaps. it Is not clear that he ever 
knew of or approved the FBI's use of 
bugs against King. When asked by the 
Church committee whether Kennedy had 
ever authorized the bugs or been told 
about them, Courtney Evans replied, 
"Not to my knowledge."' Kennedy 
received FBI memoranda based on the 
King bugs, but not so labeled; it is 
possible, however, that he guessed or 
suspected from reading the reports that 
the information in them came from hid-
den microphones. 

On January 6, 1964, two days alter 
the FBI began bugging King's hotel 
rooms. Sullivan wrote a memo in 

. Hoover. The time was approaching, he 
wrote, to take King "off his pedestal 
and reduce hint completely in in-
fluence." But if the FBI succeeded in 
that objective, 

the Negroes will be left without a 
national leader of sufficiently com-
pelling personality to steel them in 
the proper direction. This is what 
could happen, but need not happen 
if the right kind of a national 
Negro leader could at this time be 
gradually developed so as to over-
shadow Dr. King and be in the 
position to assume the role of the 
leadership of the Negro people 
when King has been completely 
discredited. 

The FBI bugs were placed in King's 
hotel rooms in Washington DC, .Mil-
waukee, Honolulu, Los Angeles, 
Detroit, Sas-ran:tens°. Savannah, and 
New York City, between January 1964 
and November 1965. 

New York and Miami police. and 
probably others, bugged King—even in 
church. Andrew Young testified before 
the Senate Intelligence Committee: "We 
found a bug in the pulpit in a church in 
Selma. Alabama, in 1965.... We took it 
out from under the pulpit, taped it on 
top of the pulpit, and Reverend Aber-
nathy celled it 'this little do-hickey,' and 
he said, 'I want to tell Mr. Hoover, I 
don't want n under here where there is 
a whole lot of static. I want him to get 
It straight.' and Ise preached to the nit le 
bug." 

'On March 30, after Nicholas Katzen-
bach had become attorney general, he 
required that the FBI seek prior written 
approval of the attorney general before 
planting any bugs; later that summer 
Katzenbach gave Hoover permission to 
move without advance approval in 
"emergency circumstances." The 
Church committee obtained from FBI 
files four memos stating that King's 
hotel rooms in New York City had been 
bugged in May, October, and November 
of 1965. with approval after the fact, 
Although Katzenbach conceded that 
each memo "bears my initials in what 
appears to be my handwriting," he pro-
fessed to have no memory of reading or 
remising them. Under questioning, 
however. Katzenbach declined to 
characterize them as forgeries. 
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want la give Yes, The New York Review 
this Christmas 

and keep my friends fighting 
all year loan. 

um nave just J4 aays in writen to 
do it. This exact number has been 
selected for a specific reason. It has 
definite practical significance. You 
are done.' 

The letter was mailed three weeks 
before King was due to receive the 
Nobel prize in Oslo, on December 10. 
Since it was accompanied by a tape 
which the FBI considered compromis-
ing, the letter could be interpreted as an 
invitation to King to kill himself. Ap-
parently that is how King construed it, 
for Congressman Young told the Church 
committee that when King received the 
tape and the letter, "he felt somebody 
was trying to get him to commit suicide." 

William Sullivan told me that he had, 
on orders From Hoover, arranged to 
have a tape mailed to Mrs. King. He 
said he received the order from 
Hoover's assistant, Alan H. Belmont.. 

Belmont called me. We met at his 
request and he said Hoover and 
Tolson wanted certain tapes sent to 
Comm King. I objected, not on 
moral grounds, but on practical 
grounds. I said, "She'll know im• 
mediately that the FBI made the 
tapes." 

Belmont said King has been 
critical of Hoover and Hoover 
wants to stop that, and the tapes 
will blackmail him [King$ into stop-
ping. And Belmont said he was go-
ing to have the tapes sanitized no 
that Mrs. King will not know that 
they came from the FBI. He said. 
"I'll arrange to have the tapes 
selected and I'll have them sent to 
you in a box." 

In due course, Sullivan said, the box 
arrived, and he had the impression the 
tape it contained was "a composite of 
three tapes." 

Had the FBI put together a composite 
in order to select what it considered the 
most damaging parts of the various 
hotel room tapes to send to Mrs. King? 
"Probably," Sullivan told me, "but 1 
understood it was to sanitize, to disguise 
the FBI origin. Perhaps it was a com-
posite of more than three tapes, I don't 
know." The work was done by the FBI 
laboratory, the same one proudly shown 
to the thousands of tourists who visit 
FBI headquarters each year in Wash-
ington. "I think Belmont called the 
lab," Sullivan said. "I don't know how 
it was done. 

"Hoover called me on the phone and 

'Who wrote the letter was a matter of 
dispute. The text quoted at the Church 
committee hearings was, according to 
the FBI. found in The files of William 
Sullivan none time after he was forced 
out by Hoover. Sullivan claimed that 
the draft was a plant written by some-
one else and placed in his files to em-
barrass him. 

The significance of the "thirty-four 
days" was not clarified by the Senate 
intelligence committee. But from 
Nusember 21, the date the tape was 
mailed, it would have been exactly 
thirty-four days to Christmas Day. 

James B. Adams, deputy associate 
.director of the FBI, testified he could 
nut "rind any basis" on which the com-
mittee staff had concluded the letter was 
"a suicide urging." That annoyed Sena-
tor Church: 

The Chairman: It is certainly no 
Christmas card, is It? 

Mr. Adams: It is certainly no 
Christmas card. 

"'Sullivan testified he was told by Bel-
mont that Hoover wanted the tape 
mailed to Mrs. king to break up her 
marriage and diminish King's stature. 
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said he wanted it mailed from a 

Southern city. I picked an agent who 

was a very close-mouthed fellow; I 

picked him because I knew he wouldn't 

talk about it. 1 never told him what was 

in the box. I told him what the assign-

ment was. 'Take this down to Tampa 

and mail it,' and he did. He came back 

and told me it had been done. I never 

discussed it with Hoover afterward. He 

never mentioned it to me."" 

With the Hoover-King controversy 

now threatening to undermine King's 

leadership and endanger the civil rights 

movement, other black leaders urged 

King to meet with the FBI director. 

King, the Reverend Ralph Abernathy, 

and other SCLC leaders met with 

Hoover and DeLoach in Hoover's office 

on December I. Precisely what was said 

is not clear. DeLoach has described it as 

"a very amicable meeting, a pleasant 

meeting between two great syrtibols of 

leadership." Hoover, he said, told King 

that "in view of your stature and 

reputation and your leadership with the 

black community, you should do every-

thing possible to be careful of your 

associates and be careful of your per. 

sonal life, so that no question will be 

raised concerning your character at any 

time." 

This is supposed to have been said at 

a time when the FBI was bugging and 

wiretapping King's hotel rooms—as 

King now knew, since he had received 

the tape—and leaking stories about 

King's sex life to reporters. For the mo-

ment, Hoover's blackmail techniques 

seemed to work. A subdued King said 

after the meeting that he and Hoover 

had reached "new levels of understand-

ing." 

The tape, the apparent suicide letter. 

and the attempt to impugn King's moral 

character were the most vicious aspects 

of the FBI's campaign. But the FBI's 

harassment of King reached as well into 

pettier matters. According to Frederick 

Schwarz, the Church committee's coun-

sel, the FBI in 1964 sought to block 

Marquette University from giving King 

an honorary degree "because it was 

thought unseemly," since the university 

had once granted an honorary degree to 

Hoover. Later that year the FBI learned 

that King planned to visit Pope Paul VI. 

John Malone, the head of the FBI's 

New York office, was dispatched to see 

Cardinal Spellman to persuade him to 

intervene with the Pope and prevent the 

audience. Malone thought he had suc-

ceeded, but the Pope met with King 

anyhow. "Astounding," Hoover wrote 

"Although the whole purpose of the ex-

ercise was to mail the tape to Coretta 

King, the FBI agent who went to 

Florida told the Sensate intelligence 

committee that he had mailed it to 

"Martin Luther King. Jr." on Sullivan's 

instructions. Andrew Young said the 

tape was received at SCLC headquarters 

in Atlanta and later sent to King's 

home. 

The tape, regardless of the FBI's 

motive in sending it, apparently had 

very little effort. In an interview in The 

New York Tintes on March 9, 1975, 

Mrs. King acknowledged to correspon-

dent Nicholas Horruck that she had 

listened to such a tape. "I received a-

mps. that was rather curious, un-

labeled," she said. "As a matter of 

fact, Martin and 1 listened to the tape 

and we found much of it unintelligible. 

We concluded there was nothing in the 

tape to discredit hint." Mrs. King also 

said that she and her husband realized 

the tape had been made covertly and 

"presumed" it had been dune by the 

FBI.  

on a memo. "I am amazed.. ..• 

Four years later King went to Mem-

phis to participate in a strike of city gar-

bage workers. The FBI campaign had 

not abated, for on March-28, 1968. the 

FBI drafted a blind memo—bearing no 

FBI markings—for distribution to 

"cooperative news media." "The fine 

Hotel Lorraine in Memphis is owned 

and patronized exclusively by Negroes," 

the memo said, "but King did not go 

there." Instead, King was staying at "a 

plush Holiday Inn Motel, white-owned, 

operated, and almost exclusively while 

patronized." The purpose of the pro-

posed planted news item, the FBI 

documents said, was "to publicize 

hypocrisy on the part of Martin Luther 

King." Hoover signed the FBI memo, 

"Okay, H." 

It was not established whether the 

memo was sent to the press, but King 

did change hotels. He went home to 

Atlanta, and when he returned to Mem-

phis the following week, he moved into 

the Lorraine. Standing there on the 

balcony outside his room, he was shot 

and killed on April 4, 1968. James Earl 

Ray, a small-time escaped convict, 

pleaded guilty to the crime a year later 

and was sentenced to ninety-nine years 

in prison. But whether he acted alone or 

was part of a conspiracy remains an 

open question. 

When the Church committee disclosed 

details of the FBI's campaign against 

King, including the "suicide" letter. 

questions were publicly raised about 

whether the FBI's actions against King 

could conceivably have extended to 

complicity in his murder. On November 

26. 1975, Attorney General Edward H. 

Levi ordered a review of the FBI's in-

vestigation into the death of Martin 

Luther King. 

Conducted by J. Stanley Pottinger, 

head of the Justice Department's civil 

rights division, the review found "no 

basis to believe that the FBI in any way 

caused the death of Dr. King," or that 

the FBI's investigation of his death had 

been less than thorough. But the study 

concluded that "the FBI undertook a 

systematic program of harassment of 

Dr. King in order to discredit him and 

harm both him and the movement he 

led." Although Pottinger found no 

evidence of FBI complicity in King's 

death, he said it was "possible" that a 

more detailed survey of the files would 

reach a different conclusion. 

On April 29, Levi announced that an 

expanded investigation and a review of 

some 200,000 FBI documents on King 

would be conducted by a task force 

under Michael E. Shaheen, director of 

the department's Office of Professional 

Responsibility. Levi said the new in-

vestigation would be asked to determine 

whether "the FBI was involved in the 

assassination of Dr. King" and whether 

the FBI's actions against King require 

"criminal prosecutions." A Justice 

Department spokesman said recently 

that the task force was expected to 

report "by January I." 

On September 17 of [his year, the 

House of Representatives voted to 

establish a select committee to in. 

vestigate the murders of President Ken-

nedy and Martin Luther King. Jr., and 

empowered it to inquire into other 

assassinations as well. In its final 

report, the Church committee con-

cluded: "The actions taken against Dr. 

King are indefensible. They represent a 

sad episode in the dark history of covert 

actions directed against law abiding 

citizens by a law enforcement agency." L: 
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